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ABSTRACT Compared with conventional photography, the newly emerging light field image capturing
technique has dramatically extended potential capabilities of post processing. Among the new capabilities,
refocusing is of the most interest. In this paper, we first investigate a region-adaptive multi-scale focus
measure (RA-MSFM) that is able to more robustly and accurately measure focus of light field images.
It is especially superior when measuring focus in flat areas where previous methods struggle. Following
we design a novel refocusing measure metric which employs the RA-MSFM as core technique. Using the
metric, refocusing capability of a given light field image as a whole can be measured in a single number by
combining focus score maps of each refocused image in the focal stack. The focus score maps are generated
using the proposed RA-MSFM. In RA-MSFM, different multi-scale factor is adaptively selected depending
on different regions such as texture-rich or flat areas using a multi-layer perceptron network. Different from
most light field image metrics that assess image quality, our metric targets to assess refocusing capability.
Our experiments have shown that not only does the proposed refocusing metric have high correlation with
subjective evaluations given in the form of mean opinion scores, but it also produces all-in-focus images
having 0.7∼ 4.6dB higher PSNRs compared to previous state-of-the-art methods. The proposed refocusing
metric can be used to measure refocusing loss in practical application such as compression, tone mapping,
denoising, and smoothing.
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INDEX TERMS Refocusing measure, light field images, multi-scale focus measure, all-in-focus, subjective
experiment, refocusing capability.

I. INTRODUCTION19

Light field photography has drawn much attention from20

academia, consumers, and industries due to its wide range21

of potential applications such as in photography, astronomy,22

microscopy, robotics, and medical imaging among others [1].23

The light field (LF) camera allows effective reverse raytracing24

from already recorded image so that the image itself can25

be adjusted in post processing [2]. That is, focus, exposure,26

viewing angle, and depth of field can be adjusted after the27

picture is taken [3]. The availability of depth information over28

an entire scene also facilitates users in adjusting other aspects29

of the image like controlling the depth-of-field [4].30

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Senthil Kumar .

Recently, various rendering and display techniques for LF 31

data have been reported, for example, techniques related to 32

light field displays and head-mounted displays [5]. With the 33

development of 5G, head-mounted displays of LFs such as in 34

AR/VR are becoming popular [6]. In addition, conventional 35

displays can be used to simulate light field applications taking 36

advantage of techniques such as refocusing or viewing angle 37

change [7]. It is also easy to see many commercial smart 38

phones equipped with 2 or 3 cameras which are able to 39

capture multi-view images. This would make it possible to 40

refocus an image even after the time of its capture. In these 41

applications, the in-focus region of interest (ROI) can be 42

arbitrarily designated by user, thus, the ROI could be placed 43

at any position in the whole image. It is thus very desirable 44

to measure how successful these refocusing operations are. 45
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TABLE 1. Existing focus measure operators and their performance.

In this regard, one likes to measure howmuch in focus a pixel46

is in a refocused image. The general refocusing capability of47

an LF image can be thought as the overall degree of focusing48

in the images refocused at arbitrary points. There has been49

research on focus measurement, however, it is noted that50

most focus measures [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] were only51

developed with general 2D images in mind, and there are only52

a few studies [15], [16], [18] that have looked at refocusing53

of light field images. The motivation and contribution of this54

paper is to design a measure of general refocusing capability55

of light field images.56

Focus measures (FM) are widely used for many problems57

of image processing and computer vision, such as for depth58

from focus [15], [16], [20], autofocus [18]. The existing FM59

operators for conventional 2D images can be divided into two60

main categories: spatial domain FM and frequency domain61

FM [8]. The operators and their advantages are listed in62

Table 1. There are roughly four families of spatial domain63

focus measures: Gradient-based, Laplacian-based, statistics-64

based, and the rest. The analysis and ranking results of FM65

operators [9] shows that the modified Laplacian (LAP2)66

[10], tenengrad of gradient variance (GRA7) [11], eigenvalue67

based (STA2) [3], and image contrast (MIS3) [14] methods68

achieve the overall high performance among the four fam-69

ilies. Noise robustness tests in [9] indicate that STA2 and70

GRA7 methods handle noise very well.71

However, it should also be noted that there are a few FM72

methods that have been developed for LF images. Surh [15]73

proposed a FM employing a ring difference filter (RDF)74

which maintains high robustness and confidence by utilizing75

a relatively large window of neighboring pixels and placing a76

ring gap space to ignore certain regions in that window. The77

RDF focus measure is especially useful in depth estimation78

for LF images. Rizkallah [17] proposed a metric to decide79

whether a certain pixel in a focal stack is in focus or not by80

thresholding of pixel gradient. This metric is used to evaluate81

compression loss by counting the number of in-focus pixels.82

It is a very simple metric which judges whether a pixel is83

in-focus or not by hard thresholding on gradient value, but84

performs not so well in flat in-focus area. Chantara [18] 85

proposed a FM based on the Summation of the Modified 86

Laplacian, which is sensitive to noise. This FM is used to 87

select the focus area of an LF focal stack. 88

These existing FM schemes work well in high frequency 89

areas such as rich textures or high sharpness areas, but 90

encounter difficulties when dealing with in-focus flat areas 91

[9]. Amulti-scale concept [21], [22], [23] is seen promising in 92

improving the accuracy in those flat areas. Thus, in this paper, 93

we propose a region-adaptivemulti-scale focusmeasure (RA- 94

MSFM)which plays an important role in our refocusing mea- 95

suremethodology. That is, for each refocused image in a focal 96

stack, the RA-MSFM is employed to generate a pixel-wise 97

focus map of the focal stack. An overall refocusing capability 98

score of a whole LF image is calculated by combining the 99

pixel-wise focus maps of the focal stack. 100

In this paper, we design a new refocusing measure for LF 101

images. Our contribution of this paper lies in introducing 102

1) an assessment metric for LF refocusing capability, differ- 103

ent from existing metrics mostly targets for image quality; 104

2) the RA-MSFM method performs higher accuracy in both 105

texture-rich and flat area; 3) an appropriate focal stack range 106

and step size are determined by analyzing in a mathemati- 107

cal way instead of simply predefining their values as most 108

research did. 109

To evaluate the proposed RA-MSFM method, we take two 110

approaches: rendering all-in-focus images and comparing 111

with other state-of-the-art approaches; carrying out subjective 112

experiments on the focus level of the ROI to analyze corre- 113

lation. To evaluate the proposed refocusing measure metric 114

for whole LF image, another subjective experiment is carried 115

out on in-focus pixels coverage. The proposed refocusing 116

measure can be used in many image processing tasks which 117

may result in refocusing loss such as compression, tone 118

curve mapping, noise reduction, blurring, smoothing, etc. 119

Compression is a method which minimizes data size of image 120

even with image quality degradation, thus the consequen- 121

tial information loss may reduce refocusing capability. Tone 122

curvemapping extends the dynamic range of one regionwhile 123
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suppressing in another region where the suppressed signal124

may cause refocusing capability loss. The noise reduction125

process may also distort the pixel values where the distortion126

affects the refocusing capability of the pixel. Image smooth-127

ing and blurring are achieved by convolving the image with128

a low pass filter, thus refocusing capability is expected to be129

reduced due to the loss of high frequency information.130

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II131

mainly describes the proposed focal-stack oriented refocus-132

ing measure methodology of which the RA-MSFM is a core133

part. Section III shows the overall structure, flowchart, and134

the procedure optimization. Section IV presents experiments135

and analysis, including the all-in-focus rendering experi-136

ment and two subjective experiments. The all-in-focus ren-137

dering experiment and one of the subjective experiments138

on focus level are used to evaluate RA-MSFM. The other139

subjective experiment on in-focus pixel coverage is used140

to evaluate the refocusing metric. Section V concludes the141

paper.142

II. PROPOSED REFOCUSING MEASURE METHODOLOGY143

In this Section, we present the proposed RA-MSFM and a144

new refocusing measure metric. The proposed RA-MSFM145

not only works well with high frequency rich textures, but146

also achieves good performance in the in-focus flat areas147

meanwhile being robust to noise. Using the proposed refo-148

cusing metric, we can compute a single value representing149

overall degree of focusing on a refocused image generated by150

post processing of LF image.151

A. PROPOSED REGION-ADAPTIVE MULTI-SCALE FOCUS152

MEASURE (RA-MSFM)153

A focus map is a collection of focus levels of pixels in an154

image. The focus level indicates how much in-focus a given155

pixel is. A higher focus level indicates that the pixel has the156

better focus. By conventional methods [9], [18], the focus157

level of a pixel I (x, y), denoted by F(x, y), can be measured158

by a selected focus measure operator FM .159

F(x, y) = FM (I (x, y)) (1)160

The FM operators generally consider spatial gradient, Lapla-161

cian, or pixel variance, thus, their accuracies depend much on162

the image content.163

For example, they work well in areas full of textures and164

edges [9], however, they tend to fail in in-focus flat area or165

out-of-focus texture-rich area. This is an evident limitation166

of the existing FM operators. Besides, light field images may167

have low spatial resolution and suffer from significant camera168

noise in images [7], [15]. In this respect, we investigate a new169

FM method achieving limitation-break and noise-resistance.170

To have the noise-resistance, a noise-robust FM operator is171

designed. To break the limitation, we introduce a region-172

adaptive multi-scale method for which different multi-scale173

factor is adaptively selected depending on different regions174

such as texture-rich or flat areas.175

1) SELECTION OF A FOCUS MEASURE OPERATOR 176

To generate a noise-robust pixel-wise focus map, we exper- 177

imentally evaluate the five well-known FM operators [9], 178

GRA7, LAP2, MIS3, STA2, and RDF for their comparative 179

noise-robustness since they have been reported as showing 180

the best performance with relatively low computational com- 181

plexity [9]. The test result of the five operators is shown 182

in Fig. 1(a). To simulate realistic camera noise, we also 183

applied gaussian noise to the original light field images in the 184

experiment. A refocused image in a focal stack is referred 185

by its focal stack index k , k = 1, . . . ,K . K is the total 186

number of images in the focal stack. The horizontal axis in 187

Fig. 1 indicates the focal stack image index, and the vertical 188

axis shows the focus level of a pixel at the center of its window 189

(shown in yellow in Fig. 1). Note that the more in-focus a 190

pixel is, the higher its focus level is. The focus level of a pixel 191

at (x, y) are different between the kth and (k+1)th images in 192

the focal stack. In an ideal case, with increasing focal stack 193

index, the focus level should increase and will decrease after 194

a pick so that showing a hill-shape. In comparison of the 195

focus level curves generated by the five operators in Fig. 1(a), 196

RDF, GRA7, and STA2 are seen to show better resistance 197

to noise than the others since their focus level curves are 198

more similar to the desired smooth hill shape than the others. 199

Meanwhile, LAP2 was found to be the most sensitive to noise 200

since its rises and falls are out of order. As for the accuracy, 201

RDF and STA2 show better performance than GRA7 since 202

the peak of the GRA7’s curve does not match with the most 203

in-focus image index marked by the black dashed line. Focus 204

measure performance test on in-focus flat area is shown in 205

Fig. 1(b). It is noted that none of the five operators show 206

their focus level curve having a smooth hill shape for the in- 207

focus area. To compare complexity, we analyzed the average 208

computation time of the five focus operators to see that STA2 209

consumes the most time. In the overall tradeoff between 210

noise-robustness, accuracy, and complexity, RDF was found 211

to be better than GRA7 and STA2. As such, we select RDF 212

to generate the pixel-wise focus map. 213

2) REGION-ADAPTIVE MULTI-SCALE FM ARCHITECTURE 214

An image varies a lot in terms of its spatial contents so 215

that its processing is better to be adaptive especially when 216

it comes to focus measure regarding whether a pixel is in 217

textured or flat area. To deal with this issue for achieving 218

accurate focus map, we investigate a region-adaptive multi- 219

scale focus measure (RA-MSFM). An appropriate degree of 220

down scaling highly depends on local regions, therefore, one 221

single fixed scale-down factor cannot cover all cases. For 222

example, the regions of an image can be roughly divided 223

into 4 types: in-focus flat area (p1), out-of-focus flat area 224

(p2), out-of-focus texture-rich area (p3), and in-focus texture- 225

rich area (p4), as shown in Fig. 2. In this work, an adaptive 226

selection scheme is designed using a multi-layer perceptron 227

network which selects an appropriate scale-down factor. For 228

this, we down-scale the original image (having resolution 229
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FIGURE 1. Performance comparison of different focus operators. (a) Test on noise resistance; (b) Test in in-focus flat area. The horizontal axis
indicates the focal stack image index, and the vertical axis shows the focus level. In comparison of computation time, STA2 takes the longest
computation time (STA2 > MIS3 > RDF > GRA7 > LAP2). The pixel under focus measurement is at the center of a 5× 5 window shown in yellow.

624 × 432) using three factors (1/4, 1/16, 1/64) and train230

the network to classify the scale-down factor appropriate for231

each pixel. The ground truth scale-down factor is setmanually232

according to local region structure, which is described later in233

this Section II-A.234

a: STRUCTURE OF THE CLASSIFICATION NETWORK235

The adaptive selection scheme is shown in Fig. 3. A fully236

connected network is employed to predict an appropriate237

scale-down factor for a given pixel p. Input information238

to the network are multi-scale blocks centered at pixel p239

which are extracted from the down-scaled images. In order to240

reduce redundancy and dimensionality, intended features are241

extracted from the original, 1/4, 1/16, and 1/64 scale-downed242

blocks at the feature layer of the network. The intended243

features not only include general image information such as244

luminance histogram, variance, and color histogram, but also245

include custom features that are specially designed for judg-246

ing proper type such as texture frequency, gradient histogram,247

and detail information. To improve convergence speed, all the248

feature variables are normalized to range 0∼1. By the fully249

connected layer, probabilities of four scale-down factors are250

generated at the output layer. The final predicted label is the251

scale-down factor having the highest probability. The loss,252

which measures the model accuracy in training, is computed253

in terms of the absolute difference of probabilities between254

the predicted and the true labels. With the proposed RA-255

MSFM as a selected focus measure operator FM in (1), the256

focus level of a pixel in an image is re-written as:257

F (x, y) = MSFM (I (x, y)) = Rt̂ (x, y)258

where t̂ = argmax
t

Pr(t), t ∈ (t0, t1, t2, t3) (2)259

where t̂ is the classified label for a pixel I (x, y) and Pr (t)260

is the probability of the label t provided as network output.261

Rt0 (x, y) ,Rt1 (x, y), Rt2 (x, y), and Rt3 (x, y) are the focus262

levels corresponding to the pixel I (x, y), respectively in the263

original, 1/4, 1/16, and 1/64 scaled-down resolution images.264

b: PREPARATION OF GROUND TRUTH SCALE-DOWN265

FACTORS FOR TRAINING266

The scale-down factor should be selected considering struc-267

tures of local regions. For training, the ground truth268

FIGURE 2. Image texture type and its ground truth label (p1: in-focus flat
area; p2: out-of-focus flat area; p3: out-of-focus texture-rich area; p4:
in-focus texture-rich area). The bolded rectangle indicates the selected
ground truth scale-down factor of each selected pixel.

scale-down factor of each pixel is prepared among four scale 269

factors (1, 1/4, 1/16, 1/64) by selecting the one that reflects its 270

actual focus level the best. The focus level is calculated as in 271

(1) using a selected focus measure operator FM , for example, 272

RDF [15]. A high FM value of a pixel indicates that the pixel 273

is in-focus, on the other hand, a low value indicates an out- 274

of-focus pixel. Accordingly, for a pixel located at the in-focus 275

region like p1 and p4, its ground truth scale-down factor is 276

selected as the one giving the maximum focus level. For a 277

pixel located at the out-of-focus regions (like p2 and p3), the 278

one giving the minimum focus level is selected as the ground 279

truth. Fig. 2 illustrates the ground truth of the scale-down 280

factor (indicated by bolded rectangle) for the pixels p1∼p4. 281

A focus map showing focus level of each pixel is gener- 282

ated with our RA-MSFM. Fig. 4 compares the focus maps 283

generated by three well-known methods and the proposed 284

RA-MSFM. Unlikely the existing methods, the proposed 285

RA-MSFM is shown to work well even in flat areas by select- 286

ing an appropriate scale-down factor to show high accuracy 287

focus level in in-focus flat area. 288

3) GENERATION OF FOCUS SCORE MAP 289

A focal stack is a collection of the same image but focused 290

on multiple planes, thus, refocusing can be understood in a 291
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FIGURE 3. Proposed region-adaptive multi-scale focus measure (RA-MSFM) scheme. (4 scale-down factors: 1, 1/4, 1/16, 1/64; multi-scale blocks of
5× 5: extract 5× 5 pixels window with its center at a pixel p from 4 types of scale-downed images).

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the generated focus maps. (a) Original focal stack images; Generated focus maps by
(b) Chantara’s method (Laplacian based) [18]; (c) Rizkallah’s method (Gradient based) [17]; (d) Surh’s method (Ring
Difference Filter) [15]; (e) the proposed method.

simple term as selecting an appropriate image (or rendering292

an image by selecting appropriate parts of images) in the focal293

stack corresponding to a given desired focus plane. Since294

multiple refocused images can be rendered from one single295

light field image, availability of possible in-focus areas of the296

images in the focal stack that can cover the whole image as297

much as possible can provide a very good indication of the298

overall refocusing capability of a light field image.299

We compute the focus score Sk (x, y) by normalizing300

Fk (x, y) in (2) by FmaxLF as below.301

Sk (x, y) =
Fk (x, y)
FmaxLF

302

where FmaxLF = max
k=1...k

max
0≤x<W
0≤y<H

(Fk (x, y)) (3)303

Fk (x, y) represents the focus level of a pixel (x, y) in the kth 304

image in the focal stack. FmaxLF is the maximum focus level 305

among all K refocused images in the focal stack for a given 306

LF image. H and W are respectively width and height of the 307

refocused image. In computing the maximum focus level, 1% 308

of the highest values are excluded as outliers to minimize the 309

noise effect. 310

B. PROPOSED REFOCUSING CAPABILITY MEASURE 311

METRIC 312

In this section, we propose a refocusing capability measure 313

for the given 4D light field image and its rendered 2D refo- 314

cused images. 315
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FIGURE 5. Focus score map generation for light field image (LF).

1) REFOCUSING CAPABILITY OF ONE REFOCUSED IMAGE316

Refocusing capability of a refocused image is proposed to be317

measured by the refocusing pixel coverage (RPC) which is318

expressed as a percentage of the in-focus pixels in the given319

refocused image. RPC of the kth refocused image in the focal320

stack is defined as:321

RPC(k) =
1
HW

W−1∑
x=0

H−1∑
y=0

bk (x, y)322

bk (x, y) =

{
0, Sk (x, y) ≤ THD
1, Sk (x, y) > THD

(4)323

where bk (x, y) represents whether the given pixel at (x, y) is324

in-focus or not: bk = 1 indicates an in-focus pixel while bk =325

0 indicates an out-of-focus (that is, blurred) pixel. A pixel is326

thought perceptually in-focus if its focus score is higher than327

a certain threshold THD. THD is determined by experiment.328

2) OVERALL REFOCUSING CAPABILITY OF LIGHT329

FIELD IMAGE330

It is possible tomeasure the refocusing capability of LF image331

as a whole by integrating the refocusing capabilities of all332

the possible 2D refocused images rendered from the given333

light field image. From the 1st to the kth image in the focal334

stack, the focus score increases to a peak (indicating highest335

in-focus), and then decreases (indicating out-of-focus) like an336

inverted valley. We find a maximum focus score SLF (x, y) at337

(x, y) among all the images in the focal stack and generate a338

global focus scoremap for 4D light field (LF) image as shown339

in Fig. 5. The global focus score map of an LF image reveals340

the best possible focus for each pixel.341

SLF (x, y) = max
k=1,...,K

(Sk (x, y)) (5)342

The overall refocusing pixel coverage (RPC) of a light field343

image, RPCLF , is defined as below.344

RPCLF =
1
HW

W−1∑
x=0

H−1∑
y=0

bLF (x, y)345

bLF (x, y) =

{
0, SLF (x, y) ≤ THD
1, SLF (x, y) > THD

(6)346

III. OVERALL STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURE 347

OPTIMIZATION 348

In this Section, first, the overall structure of refocusing metric 349

is presented. Following, we optimize the number of images 350

in a focal stack by setting appropriate α values through 351

mathematical analysis. 352

A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK 353

In our refocusing measure methodology, we first generate a 354

focal stack using a 4D light field image. In contrast to the 355

general focal stack with a user-defined fixed step size [17], 356

[33], we define the range and the sample step size through 357

mathematical analysis. Then, we generate a pixel-wise focus 358

map of each image in the focal stack using RA-MSFM as in 359

(2). Furthermore, we normalize the focus maps of each refo- 360

cused image in the focal stack using (3). Finally, a single score 361

value representing the refocus capability of a given LF image 362

as a whole is calculated using (6) by combining the focus 363

score maps of all refocused images in the focal stack as in 364

(5). Themain structure of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 6. 365

It includes five submodules: focal stack generation from 4D 366

light field input data; RA-MSFM for each image in the focal 367

stack to generate focus maps; normalization and combination 368

of the focus maps in the focal stack to have a global focus 369

map; calculation of the overall LF refocusing score. Our 370

method has three advantages. First, we can compute a single 371

value representing overall degree of focusing in refocused 372

image generated from LF image through post-processing. 373

Second, the proposed RA-MSFM works well in both high 374

frequency rich textures and in-focus flat areas. Third, our 375

generated focal stack is superior to existing methods [17], 376

[33], [34], [41] since the range and the step size used for the 377

focal stack generation are not set simply as in other methods 378

[17], [33], but determined based on the proposed rigorous 379

mathematical analysis. 380

B. FOCAL STACK GENERATION WITH 381

APPROPRIATE α VALUES 382

Light field images are captured using a plenoptic cameras 383

which typically have microlens arrays placed in front of 384

an image sensor to record incoming light rays from many 385

directions [24]. This architecture allows differentiating as 386

many directions as there are pixels behind each microlens. 387

The light field can be used to digitally reconstruct an image 388

corresponding to a different camera focus, which we call the 389

refocused image [25], [26]. The light ray of 4D light field can 390

be parameterized by two parallel planes uv and xy, known as 391

the directional and spatial dimensions. The camera aperture 392

is positioned along the uv plane, while xy indicates the sensor 393

plane [19]. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the sensor plane is located 394

at a distance F from the aperture plane, and the light ray 395

L (x, y, u, v) reaches at the position x on the sensor plane. For 396

the refocus plane RPk , its distance from the aperture plane 397

is F ′ = αF where α = F ′/F is defined as the relative 398

depth [27]. The dashed light ray converging on a position x 399
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FIGURE 6. Framework of the proposed refocusing measure methodology.

FIGURE 7. Light field image refocusing.

on the refocus plane RPk is denoted by Lα (x, y, u, v) . Since400

it also reaches at xk in the sensor plane, Lα (x, y, u, v) =401

L (xk , yk , u, v) . By similar triangles in Fig. 7, xk = x
α
+402

u
(
1− 1

α

)
, thus403

Lα (x, y, u, v) = L
(
x
α
+ u

(
1−

1
α

)
,
y
α

404

+ v
(
1−

1
α

)
, u, v

)
(7)405

The refocused image Iα (x, y) is rendered by integrating all406

directional rays at a specific position on the sensor plane:407

Iα (x, y) =
∫∫

L
(
x
α
+ u

(
1−

1
α

)
,
y
α

408

+ v
(
1−

1
α

)
, u, v

)
dudv (8)409

By scaling and normalizing x
α
→ x, y

α
→ y, we have,410

Ia (αx, αy) =
∫∫

L
(
x + u

(
1−

1
α

)
, y411

+ v
(
1−

1
α

)
, u, v

)
dudv (9)412

The image Ia (αx, αy) is a scaled version of Ia (x, y) by a413

factor α. However, we can ignore the scaling factor in digital414

processing since we can just scale the pitch size of a virtual415

sensor plane by exactly α times so the resolution of a rendered416

image matches exactly with spatial resolution of light field.417

The explanation of ignoring dilated factor α is first presented418

by Ng et al. [27] and is adopted in the following research419

[28], [29], [30] for digital refocusing. The digital refocusing420

realization at RPk is given by rendering equation in discrete 421

domain, 422

Iα (x, y) =
∑
u

∑
v

L(u,v)
(
x + u

(
1−

1
α

)
, y 423

+ v
(
1−

1
α

))
(10) 424

Here, L(u,v) (x, y) = L (x, y, u, v) denotes a 2D view from 425

the point (u, v). (10) shows the digital refocusing is real- 426

ized by shifting a factor u (1− 1/α), v (1− 1/α). If we 427

denote the shift offset as 1x, 1y, then, 1x = u (1− 1/α), 428

1y = v (1− 1/α). 429

Regarding the refocusing parameter α, an α value less than 430

1 indicates its refocus plane being close to the aperture plane 431

(that is, F ′ < F), and α value larger than 1 means a refocus 432

plane far from the aperture plane (that is, F ′ > F). In general, 433

α can assume any real value, and it is related to one refocused 434

image in the focal stack, that is, one refocused plane. The 435

number of images in the focal stack, K , is determined by 436

α. If K is of a high value, a large and redundant focal stack 437

demands huge hardware consumption as shown in Fig. 8(a); 438

if the value of K is low, the generated focal stack cannot 439

cover all the refocusing ranges as shown in Fig. 8(b), thus 440

the measured refocusing capability will be smaller than its 441

real refocusing capability. Therefore, it is necessary to decide 442

an appropriate K value. The K value depends on the range 443

αmax − αmin and step size 1a = αk+1 − αk . 444

There have been some studies [31], [32], [33], [34] on 445

setting the α value range and step size. One work [31] inves- 446

tigated setting these values based on the image content depth, 447

but since content always varies, the depth of each image will 448

also vary, so it is difficult to give a consistent definition in 449

this way; another work [32] also investigated this based on 450

the plenoptic camera’s focal length and microlens diameter, 451

but this approach is limited to only typical cameras; another 452

work [33] just used a fixed range and a step size was found 453

experimentally. In this paper, we study the problem again 454

mathematically and propose a method to define the range and 455

sample step size of parameter α. 456

1) SETTING FOCAL STACK RANGE 457

Suppose a plenoptic camera has M × N microlens each of 458

which has P × P aperture views. It is M × N in the spatial 459
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FIGURE 8. Refocusing plane positions (Original focus plane α = 1 (F = F′); left side planes: α < 1 (F > F′) background direction;
right side planes: α > 1 (F < F′) foreground direction). (a) Number of images in focal stack is large and redundant due to a small
1α; (b) Number of images in focal stack is small due to a large 1α; (c) Number of images in a focal stack is appropriate with the
proposed 1α setting.

xy dimension, and P× P aperture views in the directional uv460

dimension. A sub-aperture image L(u,v) (x, y) extracted from461

an LF image has a set of P× P views, where P is usually an462

odd number. The possible ranges for u, v, x, y in each sub-463

aperture image L(u,v) (x, y) are:464

u(and also v) ∈
{
−
P− 1
2

, . . . , 0, . . . ,
P− 1
2

}
,465

x ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} , y ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N − 1}466

In the refocusing plane, the directional shifts 1x,1y467

have the following constraint due to the limitation of468

|1x| ≤ M − 1, |1y| ≤ N − 1. We analyze α value in both469

two cases of 0 < α < 1 and α > 1. For 0 < α < 1, using the470

constraint of |1x| ≤ M − 1,471 ∣∣∣∣u(1− 1
α

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ M − 1, since |u|max =
P− 1
2

472 ∣∣∣∣1− 1
α

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 (M − 1)
P− 1

(11)473

α ≥
P− 1

2 (M − 1)+ P− 1
(12)474

Similarly, using the constraint on |1y| above,475

α ≥
P− 1

2 (N − 1)+ P− 1
(13)476

So, the minimal α value depends onM ,N ,P. For the case477

of α> 1, we always have 0 < 1− 1
α
< 1, thus,478

|1x| =

∣∣∣∣u(1− 1
α

)∣∣∣∣ < |u|max (14)479

Since |1x| can be close to |u|max but cannot be |u|max ,480

to reduce redundancy, we set |u|max−1 as the maximum |1x|481

value, thus, |1x| ≤ |u|max − 1, 482(
1−

1
α

)
|u|max ≤ |u|max − 1 483

α ≤ |u|max 484

α ≤
P− 1
2

(15) 485

So, the maximal α value depends on P. 486

2) SETTING FOCAL STACK STEP SIZE 487

In Fig. 7, the refocus planes RPk and RPk+1 respectively 488

correspond to I (k) and I (k+1). The kth and (k+1)th refocused 489

images, I (k) (x, y) = Iαk (x, y) and I
(k+1) (x, y) = Iαk+1 (x, y) 490

are rendered using the refocus parameters, αk and αk+1. The 491

step size between the two refocused images I (k) and I (k+1) is 492

defined as 1α = |αk−αk+1|. 493

In order to cover as wide refocusing ranges as possible with 494

the minimal number of images in the focal stack, we should 495

define a proper value for1α. The light ray L(u,v) (xk , yk) and 496

L(u,v) (xk+1, yk+1) converge to a position x of I (k) and I (k+1), 497

respectively. 498

xk = x + u
(
1−

1
αk

)
499

xk+1 = x + u
(
1−

1
αk+1

)
(16) 500

and 1d = |xk − xk+1| is the distance between the two light 501

rays. If 1d > 1, refocusing possibility is compromised due 502

to omission of some light rays. If 1d ≤ 1, all the refocusing 503

ranges can be covered, therefore, 1d = |xk − xk+1| ≤ 1 is 504

an essential constraint as shown below. 505

|u|
∣∣∣∣ 1
αk+1

−
1
αk

∣∣∣∣≤ 1 (17) 506
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To ensure all the u values meet the constraint, it is required507

that |u| = |u|max = (p − 1)/2. If 1d is too small, there will508

be many images in a focal stack which causes redundancy509

and high computational cost, thus, 1d = 1 is selected as an510

appropriate value.511

|u|max

∣∣∣∣ 1
αk+1

−
1
αk

∣∣∣∣ = 1 (18)512

In case of 0 < α < 1, then αk+1 < αk , thus,513

αk+1 =

(
p−1
2

)
αk(

p−1
2

)
+ αk

(19)514

In the same way, when α > 1, then, αk+1 > αk , thus,515

αk+1 =

(
p−1
2

)
αk(

p−1
2

)
− αk

(20)516

The refocusing plane positions using the step size decided517

in this paper are shown in Fig. 8(c). With the proposed α518

setting, the generated focal stack can cover all the refocusing519

range while having only the minimum number of images.520

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS521

In this Section, we evaluate the performance of 1) the pro-522

posed RA-MSFM, and 2) the proposed refocusing capability523

metric RPC. To demonstrate advantages of the proposed524

RA-MSFM, we render an all-in-focus (AIF) image using525

the proposed RA-MSFM. For performance comparison, AIF526

images using other state of art methods [15], [17], [18] are527

also generated. A higher PSNR value between the rendered528

and the ground truth (GT) AIF images is an indication of529

achieving better performance.530

We also carry out a subjective evaluation experiment (sub-531

jective test I) by collecting subjective Mean Opinion Score532

(MOS) values following the recommendation in [39]. Subse-533

quently we compare the correlation coefficients achieved by534

the proposed objective focus level and the subjective MOS535

value to verify whether the proposed measure agrees well536

with the subjective judgements.537

To evaluate our refocusing capability metric, we also con-538

duct another subjective experiment (subjective test II) for the539

refocusing pixel coverage (RPC) of each image in a focus540

stack.541

A. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION BY RENDERING542

ALL-IN-FOCUS IMAGE543

To evaluate the proposed focus measure, we render AIF544

images since the focus measure is an essential technique in545

their generation [35], [36]. The AIF image is generated by546

finding the highest focus score pixel by pixel from the focal547

stack images [37]. kmax is the index of the focal stack image548

that has the highest focus score.549

AIF (x, y) = I (kmax ) (x, y)550

where kmax = argmax
k=1,...,K

(Sk (x, y)) (21)551

Fig. 9 shows the all-in-focus images generated by the dif- 552

ferent methods [15], [17], [18]. To ensure a fair experiment, 553

the window size is set to 5×5 for all the focus measure oper- 554

ators tested. The AIF images rendered using our RA-MSFM 555

are seen better than the images generated by existing methods 556

(take note of the sky, wall, and face). While the AIF images 557

rendered by the proposedmethod is very clean like the ground 558

truth AIF images, the other existingmethods show unpleasing 559

artifacts in the flat areas. 560

TABLE 2. PSNR and RMSE comparison.

Table 2 illustrates the correlations between the reference 561

ground truth image and the rendered AIF images. Test 562

datasets I01 ∼ I12 are shown in Fig. 10(a). Peak signal to 563

noise ratio (PSNR) and root mean squared error (RMSE) 564

are used to evaluate the correlation between the images. 565

In checking similarity between the reference and the rendered 566

images, a high PSNR indicates that the rendered AIF image is 567

very similar to the reference AIF image. So, in this evaluation 568

of all-in-focus images, a high PSNR is seen to indicate a high- 569

quality focus measure method. Since the RMSE quantifies 570

difference between the reference and the rendered image, 571

a smaller RMSE indicates better performance of the given 572

focus measure. The experiment results reveal that the pro- 573

posed method has the highest PSNR and the lowest RSME. 574

The rendered AIF image using the proposed method has aver- 575

age 0.7dB, 4.6dB, and 1.5dB higher PSNR than Chantara’s 576

[18], Rizkallah’s [17], and Surh’s [15] methods, respectively. 577

The RSME results also show that the proposed method pro- 578

duces 4.6%, 35.3%, and 13.8% smaller error than the existing 579

methods, respectively. 580
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FIGURE 9. Various all-in-focus images generated by different focus measure methods. (a) Reference GT AIF images; (b) Chantara’s method [18]
(Laplacian based); (c) Rizkallah’s method [17] (Gradient based); (d) Surh J ‘s method [15] (Ring Difference Filter); (e) The proposed method.

FIGURE 10. Subjective experiments. (a) Subjective test I: focus measure on marked ROI area (marked area is target area
which is used to subjectively score focus capability level as 0 ∼ 1) (I01 ∼ I12); (b) Subjective test II: refocusing metric
(marked area is refocusing pixel coverage (RPC) of sample images in focal stack) (I01, I03, I04, I10).

B. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION581

1) EXPERIMENT SETTING582

Using the popular LF image dataset [38] which cov-583

ers all the general categories, we perform two subjective584

evaluations of our RA-MSFM and the refocusing mea- 585

sure metric RPC. Our experimental environment is arranged 586

according to the recommendations specified in ITU-R 587

BT.500-12 [39]. 588
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TABLE 3. Experiment configuration for subjective test.

A single-stimulus (SS) method is used in these tests under589

the configuration in Table 3. For each light field image in590

the test, we generate a focal stack that includes 21 refocused591

images with different focus depths. In the subjective test I, for592

certain regions of interest (ROI) marked with yellow boxes in593

Fig. 10(a), the focus capability level of each ROI is scored594

from 0 ∼ 1.595

Among the 21 rendered images in the focal stack, the best596

in-focus one is scored as 1, while the most blurred (that is,597

out-of-focus) one is given 0. In the subjective test II, the598

refocusing pixel coverage range is marked and the ratio of599

the focused area to the whole image is scored as 0 ∼ 100%600

as shown in Fig. 10(b). Total 15 subjects are asked to mark601

all the in-focus pixels for each image in the focal stack and602

the percentage of focused area is calculated as the score. For603

this, we develop a tool using MATLAB code to experiment604

the focus measure MOS. The experiment consists of training605

and rating stages. The subjects preview some examples at the606

training stage to understand how to score properly. When tal-607

lying the result, one outlier score is removed from computing608

an average MOS value.609

2) EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS610

After the subjective test, for performance comparison with611

three existing methods, we analyze the correlations between612

the objective focus score generated by the proposed method613

and the subjective MOS score employing four commonly614

used statistical indexes: Spearman rank order correlation615

coefficient (SROCC), Kendall rank order correlation coef-616

ficient (KROCC), Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient617

(PLCC), andAbsolute prediction error root mean square error618

(RMSE). SROCC, KROCC, and PLCC indicate correlation,619

thus, a higher value means higher correlation. RMSE, mean-620

while, measures error, thus, a smaller value indicates the621

measured focus score is closer to the subjective score.622

For noise-resistance comparison of different focusmeasure623

methods in the subjective evaluation I, we test the proposed624

MSFM, Chantara’s [18], Rizkallah’s [17], and Surh’s [15]625

focus measure methods. Fig. 11 illustrates the focus score626

for the focal stacks I01, I07, and I10 corrupted by Gaussian627

noise of σ = 0.001. The black line shows subjective focus628

score MOS value (scaled to 0 ∼ 1) given by human. The629

measured focus score for the focal stack generated with the630

various methods show that the proposed method is closest to631

the reference subjective result.632

TABLE 4. Subjective I & objective comparision on FM of each image.

Table 4 shows the correlations between the objective and 633

subjective focus score for the datasets I01 ∼ I12 with Gaus- 634

sian noise of σ = 0.001. The Laplacian-based Chantara’s 635

method is found to be most sensitive to noise. 636

TABLE 5. Subjective I & objective correlation of focus meansures.

Table 5 shows the average performance over 12 LF images 637

for the original and its noise-added ones. In the case of the 638

original images, the proposed method is seen to achieve 2% 639

∼ 4% higher correlation than Chantara’s, 5% ∼ 8% higher 640

than Surh’s, and 10% ∼ 15% higher than Rizkallah’s. In the 641

case of the noisy images, the Laplacian-based Chantara’s 642

method shows the worst performance. The comparison data 643

in Table 4, Table 5, and the measured focus level for the ROI 644

in Fig. 11 show that the proposed method is superior to the 645
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FIGURE 11. Subjective evaluation I on MSFM methods (with noisy images).

FIGURE 12. Subjective evaluation II on refocusing capability metric (with original images).

existing methods not only for the original images but also646

with noisy images.647

Apart from the subjective test I of focus score for a given648

local area, the subjective test II is for refocusing capability649

metric regarding refocusing pixel coverage. In the subjective650

test II, subjects are asked to mark all the in-focus pixels for651

each image in the focal stack.652

The subjective refocusing capability is measured in terms653

of the in-focus pixel percentage over the whole image. The654

comparative subjective and objective refocusing capability655

evaluation is shown in Fig. 12 using I01 ∼ I12 data sets.656

The proposed metric RPC gets closer to the subjective score657

than the state-of-the-art Rizkallah’s metric [17]. The corre-658

lation analysis results with PLCC and RMSE are shown in659

Table 6 which shows also that the proposed metric achieves660

12% higher correlation and 5% lower error than the other661

state-of-the-art methods. The experiment result shows that662

the proposed RA-MSFM exhibits high accuracy in measuring663

focus level.664

TABLE 6. Subjective II & objective correlation of refocusing metrics.

An accurate focus level is essential in improving many 665

practical applications especially in auto focusing (AF) [40], 666

shape-from-focus (SFF) [9], digital refocusing [42], [43], etc. 667
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In AF, the focus measure is used to determine the position of668

the best focused image. Auto-focus augmented reality (AR)669

eyeglasses is one of the key AF applications [41]. Depth670

information is estimated in SFF with an accurate focusing671

measure since the local focus variation can be used as a depth672

cue [9]. SFF applications include robotmanipulation and con-673

trol [44], 3D model reconstruction [45] and manufacturing674

[46]. Digital refocusing enables users to choose the focus and675

depth-of-field for the image after capture [42]. A common676

interactive method is to allow the user to point-and-click677

on the image to choose the location of the refocus plane in678

practical AR/VR application [42], [43].679

V. CONCLUSION680

This paper presented a focal stack-based refocusing capabil-681

ity measure for light field images.We first addressed determi-682

nation of the range and the sample step size for the focal stack683

generation. Second, we proposed the region-adaptive multi-684

scale focus measure (RA-MSFM) to evaluate focus level of685

each refocused image in the focal stack, then introduced a686

refocusing capability measure which is applicable to a light687

field image as a whole or single refocused images in a focal688

stack.689

To carry out objective and subjective performance evalua-690

tions of the proposed scheme, we experimented the proposed691

RA-MSFM and the proposed refocusing metric.692

By rendering all-in-focus images in an objective experi-693

ment using our focus measure method, we compared the pro-694

posed method with three well-known state-of-the-art focus695

measure methods introduced in literatures.696

The all-in-focus image generated using our RA-MSFM697

method was markedly superior compared to the existing698

approaches, achieving PSNR 0.7dB, 4.6dB, and 1.5dB higher699

than those achieved by the respective methods of Chantara,700

Rizkallah, and Surh. Additionally, we undertook the subjec-701

tive experiment I on focus measure method and the subjective702

experiment II on refocusing capability assessment for widely-703

used well-known light field images. Our experimental results704

indicate that there is significant correlation between the pro-705

posed refocusing metric and subjective scores.706

The proposed RA-MSFM model can potentially be useful707

in many applications including all-in-focus image generation,708

depth map estimation, and other potential practical appli-709

cations such as auto focusing AR eyeglasses, digital refo-710

cusing on user assigned area, and 3D model reconstruction711

with depth information, etc. The proposed refocusing met-712

ric can be used to measure refocusing capability loss after713

some image processing such as image compression, denoise,714

smoothing, tone or inverse tone mapping, etc. The proposed715

metric in this paper is based on a focal stack generated from716

P × P sub-aperture images (SAI). However, if P is small,717

the generated focal stack by shift and add may be not fine718

enough. Handling high accuracy focal stack generation from719

a few SAIs will be one of our future research directions.720

Another potential future extension of this work is the design721

of a perceptual focus measure which is more closely related 722

to how the human visual system evaluates images. 723
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